Welcome to the Solar Jaguar Moon of Intention, the 9th moon
of the planetary service wavespell.
The 17th day of this moon (March 23) marks the four-year anniversary of the passing of Jose
Arguelles. The final day of this moon, Yellow Cosmic Sun (April 3), culminates a most powerful 260day cycle of the Red Solar Moon Year followed by a lunar eclipse. The totem for this Moon is the
Jaguar pulsing intention and realization. What is realization?
Realization is a type of enlightenment that suddenly comes to one in connection with some
phenomena. This phenomenon can be anything from the workings of the universe, to the creation of
a star in the sky, to understanding the solution to a day to day problem.
At any moment we can have a new perception that can change the course of our life. New
perceptions are accelerated with some type of practice or discipline.
Spiritual practice prepares us for different stages of realization. In one moment of direct Realization
change occurs. For example Rene Descartes had a moment of realization in 1619 when he suddenly
received the insight embodied in his famous statement: Cogito ergo sum.
This moment of enlightenment led to the philosophical foundation that underlies most of Western
science. Sir Isaac Newton had a moment of realization when the apple fell to the ground and he
discovered gravity. Martin Luther King had a moment of realization when he wrote his “I Have a
Dream” speech. Jose Arguelles had a moment of realization when he discovered the Law of Time in
1989.
The point is that realization can come at any time. We all have had similar experiences. We can go
about our daily lives and it sometimes appears that nothing really changes. Then one day we have a
flash of realization and suddenly see new meaning and our perceptions change.
When this occurs it is as though the light from our inner self suddenly illuminates what had formerly
been a world of shadows or veiled awareness. At this point a new territory of Spirit is made manifest
in our daily reality. The synchronic codes provide maps into this new territory.
While realization can happen at any time, it is accelerated through preparation by means of reflection,
studying, meditation, etc. Another way to prepare is to simplify. Get rid of everything that you do not
need. Clear your space. Let go of old things. Move the energy. Make way for the new. Purify the
body.

After one has prepared oneself, then realization can occur in the simplest most commonplace
experiences.
“Our own self-realization is the greatest service we can render the world.” -Ramana Maharshi: Blue
Overtone Monkey
“Self-realization is the knowing - in body, mind and soul - that we are One with the Omnipresence of
GOD.” -Yogananda: White Spectral Wind
“Those who feel the unquenchable thirst for Something Different will be protected in a cocoon of light
- to traverse all perils of the convulsions of the old and dying world - for in part of their being they
already belong to that light, to the New World. And all one has dreamed to be the most beautiful, the
most marvellous; the most fantastic is nothing compared with what will be realized.” - The Mother:
White Solar Dog
Taken from the noosletter of the Law of Time Organization

Wavespells of the year Red Solar Moon
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Dragon kin 1, is the first wavespell of the Tzolkin and of
the Red Castle of Becoming, Court of Birth and represents the power of Birth, the action of
nourishment and the essence of Being. It is also the beginning of the Genesis of the Dragon that
started 26.000 years ago. We have the chance to give birth to ourselves and what we really need,
through our the female, creative power and take care of our belly and the belly of the Earth, source of
all life.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 1: the Physical Rescue. Bottle 1
will be a purification for the body while it nourishes the being. It is the first of the Major Arcana in the
Tarots: the Magician. As Magicians we can start being aware we have all the elements in us, all the
tools we can use to create and give birth to something new. We can have a fresh understanding of
our role in the creative process of life. Our affirmation can be: I love life and life loves me.

It is the first of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, the Galactatron—the Initiator the Red
Dragon.
The Primal Force of Cosmic Being. Holds the Marka Pole (upper pole) that controls the power of
cosmic being and descends as cosmic knowledge. Opens the Universal Light Gate to the Court of
the Avatar

In relation to the wavespells that followed the Closing of the Cycle and the 16 years of the Cube of
the Law (1996-1997- 2012-2013) this is the second and relates to the White Magnetic Wind kin 222,
in the Central Green Castle of Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human..
Represents the power of Spirit, the action of Communication and the essence of Breath.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 2: the Peace Bottle.. Bottle 2 will
be the possibility to bring peace in the depth of the self and in the conscious mind and to
communicate this peace. To become a breath of peace. It is the second of the Major Arcana in the
Tarots: the High Priestess. As a High Priestess we can let the Spirit speak through us and be a
channel for a peaceful, nurturing energy.

It is the second of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, The High Priestess, the White
Wind. The Essence of Cosmic Spirit, Urania, The Spirit Breather –Holds the Darka Pole (lower
pole) that controls the power of cosmic spirit that ascends as prophecy. Opens the Universal Light
gate to the Court of the Prophet.

Moons of the year Red Solar Moon
In relation to the service wavespell of the year, that of the Red Magnetic Dragon, attracting the power
of Birth, and to the wavespell of the White Magnetic Wind, attracting the communication of the Spirit,
this Ninth Moon relates to the ninth steps of the wavespells and their function of pulsating the
intention to realize the purpose through the Red Solar Moon, kin 9, and the White solar Dog, kin
230.
So in this moon we bring in the energy of the whole year
We can flow with the universal waters of purification for the purpose of giving birth to something new,
being aware that we also need to attract the spirit pulsating unconditional love. We will be supported
in this task by the Love and Loyalty of the Dog and by the healing waters of the Moon.
In Aura-Soma these codes relate to Equilibrium 9, the Crystal Cave,and Equilibrium 10, Go and Hug
a Tree, the Hermit and the Wheel of Fortune in the Tarots, the Healer and the Compassionate One in
the 20 Galactic Archetypes

Kin 9: Red Moon: Purification, Flow, Eternal Water. Archetype: Healer, The Purifier, The Naturalist.
B9: Heart within the Heart, Crystal Cave, Transcendental Heart: The beginning of the inner journey of
meditation and the process of individuation.
“I shine the light on my path that I may come to the truth of my inner voice.”
Tarot Card: The Hermit Turning within gives time to find one's own truth. A universal communicator.
Emotional and spiritual growth. Let the light guide you.
The purification we need to bring to our heart during our individuation journey, to wash away, with the
flow of the eternal water, all the conditioning patterns we have crystallized inside the crystal cave, our
Ananda Khanda.
The healer is the one that knows how to flow in wholeness and knows how to cool the discordant
heart. She teaches the ways of the earth and that sel-healing is self-love and that we are already
intrinsically whole.

Kin 10: White Dog. Love, Loyalty, Heart Archetype: The Compassionate One, Peace Maker, Holder
of Heart Teachings
B10: Go and Hug a Tree. As you plant so shall you reap. “I create the space that I may do what
needs to be done.”
Tarot Card: The Wheel of Fortune. The cycles of time, the laws of Karma, cause and effect. New
beginnings on all levels. What goes around comes around. Be prepared to change. The potential for
great happiness.
Compassionate One’s loyalty is the love for all beings and the loyalty for one’s truth. Enlightens all
beings through awakening their power of universal compassion. Being able to give without expecting
to receive.

